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Abstract 
In this article, a dynamical multivariable discontinuous feedback control strategy of the 
sliding nlode type is proposed for the altitude stabilization of a nonlinear helicopter model in vertical 
flight. Vlrhile retaining the basic robustness features associated to sliding mode control policies, the 
proposed approach also results in smoothed out (i.e., non-chattering) input trajectories and 
controlled state variable responses. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Using techniques derived from the differential algebraic approach to control theory (see 
Fliess [I]-[2] ), dynarnical sliding mode control of nonlinear systems has bee11 recently introduced 
for the ~~hattering-free variable structure control regulation of nonlinear singlle-input single-output 
systems (see Sira-Ramirez [3]-[5] and, for seminal ideas, see Fliess and Me:ssager [6] ). In Sira- 
Ramirez et a1 [7], the technique was shown to possess particularly desirable fieatures for the robust 
solution of stabilization and tracking problems defined on mechanical systems, such as flexible 
joint robotic manipulators. 
In this paper we extend the developments in [3] and [7] to the case of decouplable 
multivariable nonlinear systems, and apply them to the altitude control of a nonlinear helicopter 
model under hovering conditions. The main rotor collective pitch and the engine throttle input were 
used as control variables for height stabilization mund a desired constant reference. The nonlinear 
dynamical system equations, which describe the vertical motions of the helicopter, were identified 
from an experimental flight control facility which consists of an X-Cell50 radio-controlled model 
helicopter, powered by a 0.5 in3 two-cycle Webra gasoline engine (see Pallet et al [8] ). A state 
coordinate transformation of the nonlinear system dynamics into Isidori's No~mal Canonical Form 
is shown to yield a, decouplable, exactly linearizable multivariable system. On such a transformed 
system, static sliding mode control techniques should not be directly applied, as they result in 
undesirable chattering of the collective pitch and engine throttle inputs. Input chattering would also 
result in unnecessary excitation of unmodelled dynamics and high frequericy vibrations of the 
airframe and propulsion systems. The advantageous robusmess features of the sliding mode control 
approacl~ are made compatible with the mechanical limitations of the system through an extended 
system model (see Nijmeijer and Van der Schaft [9] ) on which an auxiliary static sliding mode 
controllt?r design is performed via well-known techniques (Sira-Ramirez [lo]/). The obtained static 
design i!; then re-interpreted, in terms of the original control input variables, as a dynamical sliding 
mode feedback controller. The chattering state responses and chattering inputs trajectories, 
otherwise characteristic of sliding mode control techniques, are thus entirely confined to the state 
space of the dynamic controller and effectively eliminated from the system stiate space, and control 
inputs. As a result, the generated input signal and the corresponding state trajectory response are 
sufficie~ltly smoothed by the inherent integration. Dynamical feedback strategies, using pulse- 
width-modulation, sliding mode control and exact linearization techniques are also discussed in 
Sira-Rarnirez [Ill-[13], for a variety of aerospace control problems. 
Modem linear~controller design methodologies have been used in the past for helicopter 
altitude regulation problems. Such techniques include H, optimal control, linear quadratic 
regulatoir design and eigenvalue-eigenvector assignment techniques. Reviewrs of such approaches 
are contained in Garrad and Low [14] and in Mannes et a1 [15] where the ireader is referred for 
more thorough details on results. Nonlinear controller design for helicopters have been addressed 
in the pioneering work of Hunt, Su and Mayer [16] from a feedback linearization, or exact 
lineariza~tion, viewpoint. Prasad et a1 [17], Mittal et a1 [18] approached tlhe problem from an 
adaptive control viewpoint by allowing parametric uncertainty in the model. Miniature helicopter 
control problems were also discussed in Furuta et a1 [19] and Kienitz et a1 [20]. The work of 
Pallet et a1 [21] served as the basis for our understanding of the helicopter m i e l .  
Section 2 of this article briefly reviews the background required for treating multivariable 
sliding nnode control of nonlinear systems and proposes, both, a static and dy~~amical sliding mode 
control approach for feedback regulation of decouplable nonlinear systems. The advantages of 
dynamical sliding mode control over statically generated control inputs are iilso discussed in this 
section. Section 3 presents a nonlinear helicopter model and the correspondi~ng dynamical sliding 
mode controller design for altitude and the rotor pitch angle regulation. In section 3, computer 
generated simulations are presented and discussed. Section 4 collects ithe conclusions and 
suggestilons for further research. 
2. DYNAMICAL SLIDING MODE CONTROL OF MULTIIVARIABLE 
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS. 
Sliding mode control ofdynamical multivariable nonlinear systems has been the subject of a 
number of research and survey articles. A comprehensive tutorial is given in DeCarlo et a1 , [22]. A 
recent, a.nd rather complete contribution in this area, was presented by Kwatny [23]. The problem 
of sliding mode controlled tracking in multivariable nonlinear systems was examined in Liu and 
Yuan [24]. The reader is referred to a recently translated book by Utkin [25] and also to Slotine 
and Sas~ry [26], Slotine and Li [27], Fernandez et a1 [28] and Sira-Ramirez [29], for more details 
and app'llications. In all of the above referred works, static sliding mode controllers are proposed. 
In this article we concentrate and exploit the advantages of dynamical sliding mode control for the 
class of ~decouplable xactly linearizable systems. 
21 1 N o a d  Canonical Form of Multivariable Nonlinear Svstems 
The following paragraphs closely follow the presentation given in Sastry and Isidori [30]. 
These results are presented here only for the sake of making the article as self-contained as 
possible. 
Consider a dynarnical multivariable nonlinear controlled system of the fi31m: 
where x E Rn , u E Rm and y E Rm. The vector field f(x) and the linearly independent columns 
gi (x) of the n x m matrix G(x) are assumed to be C" functions of x. 
Let Lfhi denote the directional derivative of a scalar function hi with respect to the vector 
field f. 'We can recursively define ~ ~ i - l h )  =: ~ ~ i h  for i =l,2, ..., with ~ p h  = h. Similarly, 
LgjLfh denotes Lgi(Lfh). 
We define the vector relative degree r of the system (2.1) as an ordered set of m integers r 
= (rl,r2, ..., r,), with each ri associated to the component yi, of the output vector y, as the 
minimum number of times ,that yi has to be differentiated, with respect to time, so that at least one 
of the components uj , of the input vector u, explicitly appears in the derivative. If the same ri's 
hold throughout the state space, i.e., if they hold independently of the values of the state, then the 
system is said to have strong relative degree r. Otherwise, the validity of the results is only local, 
or confiuled to regions bounded away from such singularities. This is the case in our example. 
In more techical terms, the vector relative degree of the system (2.1) is defined, following 
Isidori [3 11, as follows : 
Slystem (2.1) is said to have a vector relative degree r at a point xO in Rn if ri ( i=1,2, ..., m) 
is such that, locally in an open neighborhood N(x0) of xo: 
k 0 L LPi(x) = 0, for all j =I, ..., m, for all k<ri-1, andal lx~N(x )CR"  
g~ 
~ , ~ : i - " ' h ~ ( x ~ )  + 0, for at least one j E { 1,2 ... ,m ) 
Under rather mild assumptions (namely, involutivity of the column velctors constituting the 
nonsingillar matrix G(x)), it has been shown (see [3 I.]) that the following local diffeomorphic state 
coordinate transformation : 
takes tlie system (2.1) into Normal Canonical Form (with q having no particularly special 
structm: except being independent of the rest of the coordinates and also, po!isibly, for being such 
that [i3q/ax]G(x) = 0 for all x ) : 
where tlhe vector (5,q) is an n-dimensional composite vector. The co~nponent vector is 
constituted by m ri -dimensional subvectors Ci (i =1,2, ..., m), and the vector q consists of m 
ni -ri dimensional subvectors qi, with z ni = n. The matrix C picks up, for every row component 
Yi of y, the first component of the subvector Ti. The matrices in (2.2) have the folllowing structure: 
(2.4) 
We associate the transformed differential equations, corresponding to these subvectors, and 
the output components, as follows : 
which, h~ a more explicit manner reads as: 
It follows from the relative degree assumption that, for each i, at least one of the terms in the 
sum appearing in (2.6) is not identically zero locally in Rn, so that every output is, somehow, 
connected to some input through nonlinear state-dependent gains and integrators. Notice that, for 
every i, the variable ci ri represents the ri-1 th derivative of the output component yi. Thus, the 
differential equation for ci ri , above, actually represents a local, state-dependent, dynarnical 
relation between the i-th output component yi and the input vector componenrs uj. i.e., 
where: 
One can then rewrite the set of equations (2.7) in vector notation as : 
(2.9) 
1'3: the matrix A(c,q) is locally non-singular, the system is said to be lirilearly decouplable by 
static stlate feedback. Indeed, a static feedback control law of the form : 
renders the closed loop system into an input-output decoupled linear system, 
Notice that the feedback control law (2.10) locally renders the variables 11 completely 
unobservable. The stability features of this unobservable subsystem are crucial for the validity of 
(2.10) to become part of an effectively stabilizing feedback control policy (see [31] for more 
details). In the next section we consider the class of systems in which the variables 11 are not 
present in the transformed expressions. 
2.2 Static Sliding Mode Control of Linearizable Multivariable Nonlinear S~sts:ms 
For the class of systems we will be dealing with, we assume that the relative degree vector r 
is of the: form {nl, ..., n, ). This means that no components of the form qi, exist in the normal 
canoniciil form (2.4) and, hence, the system is assumed to be exactly linearizable by static state 
feedback.. It should be pointed out that, generally speaking, mechanical systems, such as robotic 
manipulators, automobile suspension systems, thrust and spin-wheel controlled spacecraft, VTOL 
aircraft and, certainly, helicopters, belong to this class of multivariable systems. Sliding mode 
control ,applications for some of these systems may be found in Slotine and Sastry [26], Sira- 
Rarnirez and Spong [32], Dwyer and Sira-Ramirez [33] and Sira-Ramirez ancl Dwyer [34] and [7]. 
The undlerlying feature in these works is the presence of undesirable chattering at the input and state 
variables. Traditionally, the chattering phenomenon has been alleviated by replacing discontinuities 
in the switching actions by continuous high-gain actuators in various configurations, including an 
adaptive: gain scheme (see[27] and also Utkin [35], and Marino [36] for details). In the next 
section, we propose a dynamical feedback approach to effectively eliminate the chattering motions 
at the feedback generated inputs for the system. 
Remark The results presented in this article extend to locally partially linearixable systems, even if 
they are not decouplable by static state feedback, provided they are of the minimum phase type (see 
Isidori and Moog [37] for the several definitions of minimum phase systems associated with the 
multivariable case). We do not explore the issues associated with the partially linearizable case in 
this artic:le. 
Suppose it is desired to locally stabilize the output vector y of system (2.1) to a constant 
vector yd. It is easy to see from (2.11) that this can be done by prescribing the input variables in 
the vector v as suitable (decoupled) linear combinations of the output variables time derivatives. 
This resi~lts in locally asymptotically stable solutions of the involved, linear, tiime-invariant, system 
of diffenential equations, excited only by initial conditions and the reference vector. Thus, provided 
full statle feedback is allowed for the synthesis of the required output derivatives, and if the 
unobservable subsystem, if any, is asymptotically stable, the stabilizing approach only requires 
linear de:sign techniques of the pole placement type. We would like, however, to synthesize a more 
robust control policy of the variable structure type leading to sliding mode stabilization of the output 
trajectories around the desired reference value yd. 
We prescribe an auxiliary output function, or sliding sulface coordinate function oi : Rn + 
R, for eigch subsystem (2.6). In terms of the transformed coordinates, such a function takes the 
f m :  
In original coordinates, and in terms of output derivatives, such an auxiliary output function 
exhibits a more suggestive form: 
Vie coefficients aij are chosen in such a way that the following polynomial, in the complex 
variable s, is Hurwitz for each i : 
ni- 1 
pi(s) = ail + C ai (jtl)sJ 
j =1 
Evidently, if G~(x) becomes locally identically zero, thanks to a suitable variable structure 
control :lpolicy, then, from (2.12) and (2.6), one obtains the following ideal exponentially stable 
linearized dynamics for the i-th subsystem : 
In terms of the i-th output variable and its time derivatives (2.15) is rewritten as: 
After the sliding mode behavior is locally collectively achieved, i.e., when oi(x) = 0 for all i, 
one obtains exponential asymptotic stabilization toward the desired constant teference value of the 
output. IVeedless to say, the technique can also be extended to deal with the tracking problem in a 
rather straightforward manner. The autonomous dynamics described by (2.1 fi), or equivalently by 
(2.16), are usually referred to as the ideal sliding dynamics. 
Let a be an m x n block diagonal matrix of the form diag ( aiT ), and let a1 be the m x m 
diagonal matrix formed by the elements ail (i=1,2, ..., m). In vector nota.tion, one writes the 
collection of sliding surface coordinate functions ai as: 
L R ~  p and W be diagonal matrices of strictly positive constants p.i, Wi , respectively. 
Moreover, let SGN(o) denote the vector of sign functions of the components of o. If we impose on 
the vector o the following discontinuous (sliding mode) dynamics: 
b = -p [d + w SGN( o)] (2.18) 
then, as it can be easily verified, each component oi of o independently acl~ieves the condition : 
q = 0, in a finite amount of time, Ti, given explicitly by : Ti = p-I in (1+wi-l 1 ~ ~ ( 0 )  1 ). 
Using (2.18), (2.17) and (2.2), one obtains the following variable struct:ure controller which 
achieves 'collective' sliding mode on the intersection surface, o(x) = 0, in finite time: 
(2.19) 
E:rpression (2.19) is the result of the fact that, according to the definitions in (2.3), (2.4), the 
following matrix products hold true: 
a b )  = diag (ai,i)b(x) = b(x) ; Z ( x )  = diag (ai,.) 1 A(x) = A(x) 
with A($ and b(x) as defined in (2.9) and the diagonal matrix diag(%i ) is just: the identity matrix. 
For points located on several, or all, of the sliding surfaces, however, the solution must be 
obtained either in terms of Filippov's geometric averaging method (see Filippov [38]), or by using 
the Method of the 'Equivalent Control' (see [35]). In this case both methods yield the same answer 
due to the linearity of the system in the control input variables. A virtual control action may then be 
defined, known as the equivalent control, which represents ideal smooth co~ltrol actions yielding 
sliding manifold invariance, even if in a local sense, when trajectories of the system are precisely 
started on this manifold (see [29]). It is easy to see that such an equivalent control would be 
defined, on o(x) = 0, as : 
Tile above variable structure feedback control policy yields a state-mod~rlated chattering input 
vector a which achieves robust asymptotic exponential stabilization of the controlled system. 
However, for mechanical systems, in general, such high-frequency bang-bang inputs are quite 
unacceptable as they usually excite unmodelled dynamics and subject the system to excessive 
vibratory motions resulting in undesirable 'wear and tear', not accounting for some other natural 
limitations of mechanical actuators and sensing devices which may be unablt: to sense, or react, to 
such fast switching actions. 
2 . 3 d c a l  Slid- . . n of Linearizable Mulhvanable Nonh . . '=Svstems 
In urder to avoid chattering of the input variables we propose the following design scheme: 
a) Given an exactly linearizable multivariable system (2. I), obtain its extended system ( see 
N-ijmeijer and Van der Schaft [9]) just by placing an integrator in front of each input ui of 
the system and set the new set of input variables, say v, as auxiliary input variables vi 
(i:=1,2, ..., m). This amounts to letting the original input variables u become new state 
veuiables. 
b) Obtain the Normal Canonical Form of the extended system. 
c) Design a static variable structure controller for the auxiliary input vector v, in the extended 
system, just in the same manner as it was proposed in Section 2.2 above. 
d) Interpret the obtained static sliding mode controller for the input v as a dyruzmical variable 
structure controller in terms of the original input variables u. 
It is easy to show that if the original system is exactly linearizable so is the extended system. 
The same holds for decouplability. Many other crucial properties of nonlinear systems are still 
retained in the extended system, as it has been demonstrated in [9]. 
Consider, then, the n+m dimensional extended system of the exactly linearizable system 
(2.1): 
x = f(x) + G(x)u 
u = v  (2.20) 
Y = h(x) 
It is easy to see that the following state coordinate transformation yields the normal canonical 
form as~xxiated to (2.20) : 
Evidently, the above transformation is locally invertible, by virtue of the decouplability 
assumption imposed on the original system. Indeed, the inverse transformation is given by: 
where b(x) and A(x) are given by (2.9). 
Tlle subsystems constituting the normal canonical form for the extended system are then seen 
to be of the form: 
where we have slightly abused notation, by mixing original and transformed coordinates, in the 
interest of simplifying, somewhat, the resulting expression. As in the previous section, the 
transfonned system, constituted by subsystems of the form (2.23), may be written as: 
where the vector re is defined as : 
The matrix Fe is again in companion form, the column vector% in (2.24) comprises all the 
dirft and nonlinear terms involving the components of u appearing in each subsystem of the form 
(2.23). The mamx Ae contains the nonlinear terms that relate the auxiliary input variables v to the 
transfonned state first order derivatives. The i-th row of Ce, as before, picks up only the first 
componc:nt of the transformed subvector ci. 
We now prescribe an auxiliary output function, or extended sliding suqace coordinate 
function oi : Rni +l + R, for each subsystem (2.23). In terms of the transformed coordinates, 
such a filnction takes the form : 
In original coordinates, the sliding surface coordinate functions exhibit an explicit 
dependence on the original input variables. Below, we rewrite (2.25) in terms of the original 
coordinartes and also in terms of output derivatives : 
Tile coefficients aij are chosen in such a way that the following polynomial, in the complex 
variable s, is Hunvitz for each i : 
n;-1 
One now imposes, as before, a discontinuous dynamics on the collection of extended surface 
coordinate functions which guarantees the local existence of a sliding regime on the intersection of 
their zero level sets ( i.e., on the sliding surface: &(x,u) = 0 ): 
The collective sliding motion is thus achieved in finite time. As before, an asymptotically 
stable dynamics is obtained for the extended ideal sliding dynamics. This is given now by: 
In terms of the i-th output variable and its time derivatives (2.30) is rewitten as: 
ht ae be an m x (n+m) block diagonal matrix of the form: diag ( ae? ) and let a1 be the m 
x m diagonal matrix formed by the elements ail (i=1,2, ..., m). In vector notation, one writes the 
collection of extended sliding surface coordinate functions cFi as: 
Using (2.32), (2.29) and (2.24), one obtains the following static variable structure controller 
which achieves 'collective' sliding mode on the intersection surface, oe(x) = 0, in finite time: 
Expression (2.33) is obtained in the same manner as (2.19) and as a matter of fact the 
decouplability matrix A(x) is still the same, i.e., A(Ce) = A(C), as defined in (2.9). The vector 
A 
b(x,u) c~ollects all the linear and nonlinear terms in the components of u, as well as the drift terms 
that appear in each subsystem of the form (2.23). 
The controller expression in (2.33) may be readily interpreted in term:; of the original input 
coordinates as a dyrmical variable structure feedback control leading to a kcal sliding regime on 
an input-dependent sliding surface defined in the extended state space: 
(2.34) 
The solution of the above discontinuous system of differential equati0n.s offers no particular 
difficulty in the vicinity of points located away from the collection of sliding surfaces &(x,u) = 0, 
i.e., whenever the components of the vector sign function SGN (& ) are fixed. The equivalent 
control would be now defined, on o(x,u) = 0, as the solution of : 
- 
e e e  
u
EQ = -A-l(x) [Gx,uEQ) + a F Z (x,ueQ) 1 dl (2.35) 
3. IIYNAMICAL SLIDING MODE CONTROL OF AN HE1,ICOPTER IN 
VERTICAL FLIGHT. 
3.1 The helicouter model [8] 
We consider a miniature helicopter mounted on a stand (see Figure 1) which places it 
sufficiently high above the ground (over one rotor blade diameter). The stimd is equipped with 
conveniently located pistons which offset the weight of the stand while the helicopter is in 
motion.'rhe following set of differential equations describes the vertical motions of the X-Cell50 
model rrliniature helicopter: 
where: 
arid 
2 2 & = -K,w - K,w -K,w sine, + K8uth + KP (3.3) 
. . 2 e, = K 1 ,  ( - 0 . 0 0 0 3 1 7 4 6 ~ ~ ~  +0.5436-0,)-Kl10c-K12w sin 0, (3.4) 
The above variables are defined as: 
z : he:ight above the ground (m). 
o : rot:ational speed of the rotor blades (rads). 
g : gravitational force (m/s*). 
0, : collective pitch angle of the rotor blades (rad). 
uth : input to the throttle. 
: input to the collective servomechanisms (rad). 
The first term in equation (3.1) is the main thrust term, taken to be proportional to the square 
of the rotational speed of the rotor blades, w, and dependent also upon the ground effect term, 
Geff(z), which we will assume to be zero for sufficiently high initial conditions of the altitude 
variable,. A damping term is present in equation (3.1) just to account for the pi ston mounted on the 
stand. Equation (3.1) also includes parasitic and constant drag forces as third and fourth terms 
respectively. Equation (3.2) is a modification of that found in Johnson [39] arid it relates the thrust 
constan!. CT to the collective pitch angle Oc. The two stroke engine, and its effect on the rotational 
velocity of the rotor blades, is modelled by equation (3.3). This equation includes a damping term, 
two air foil drag losses terms and a linear approximation of the combustion engine, as well as the 
throttle servo input, uth, to the rotational speed, w. Finally, equation (3.4) represents the collective 
pitch servo response to the input ue,. The first terms of (3.4) represent a linear approximation of 
the relationship between the servo input and the resulting collective pitch in steady state. The last 
two ternns represent the damping of the servo system due to the servo motcbr and linkages and a 
torque drag term. 
Nominal values of the parameters, taken fkom Pallet et al [8], are given as : 
Model (3.1)-(3.4) may be written in terms of a state variable representation as follows: 
where: 
. T T T 
x =[ z i OJ 0, 0J u = [ u ,  UJ  = [K8uu, -0.00031746 K l o ~ e , ]  
Tile parameters a1 through a15 are given by: 
-7 5 
a, = 5.31 x , a2 = 1.5364 x , a3 = 2.82 x 10 , a, = 1.632 x 10- 
as = -K2 , a6 = -K2, a7 = -g-K, , as = -K5, a = -K6 , alo = .-K6 
a,, = K g ,  a12 = 0.5436Klo, a13 = -Klo , a14 = -K12 , a15 = -Kl l  
The extended system equations for the helicopter model (3.5) are of the €om: 
T l ~ e  following (input-dependent) invertible state coordinate transforrnaticw: 
together with its inverse transformation, given by : 
take the extended system (3.6) into Isidorits normal canonical form : 
with: 
Ti:ansformation (3.8),(3.9) is everywhere invertible, except on the: set of state values 
satisfying the condition : P (al+ a2 c21- -) = 0. The rotor blade speed o = x3 = PI is 
never ze:ro while the helicopter is in flight. It is easy to see that since a3 = a12 the only physically 
meaningful solution of this realtion happens when the collective pitch c21 is 2:ero. From a practical 
standpoint such a situation seldom happens since the collective pitch takes a nlorninal nonzero value 
(typical.lly, 7 to 8 degrees) which is controlled, throughout the maneuver, to the same, or higher, 
operating point. However, if it is absolutely required to cross the zero collective pitch condition, in 
a compl~ex altitude maneuver, then the method exposed here fails, and large discontinuities have to 
be imposed, momentarily, on the control input. This topic is not addressed here in any further detail 
(see Flie:ss et d [40] for related details ). 
Giiven the mechanical nature of the helicopter system being controlledl, static sliding mode 
controller design should be avoided, as its actions result in chattering of tlhe throttle input and 
chattering collective pitch servomechansm input. The behavior of the system *would be sufficiently 
smooth but the actuators will unnecessarily suffer the effects of excesive vibratory (bang-bang 
type) commands. Thus, a dynamical variable structure control design procedure, as outlined in 
section 2,.3, will be applied to the helicopter model by designing a static variable structure controller 
on the extended helicopter model. For this, we define the sliding surface coordinate functions as: 
where yld is the desired constant height to which the helicopter is to be driven while achieving a 
stable hovering. The desired value y2d of the collective pitch angle is usually chosen as a nominal 
value at which liftoff and hovering is obtained. 
If a sliding regime exists on the zero level sets of the sliding surface coordinate functions, 01 
and 02  , then the ideal sliding dynamics for each input-output decoupled subsystem is 
asympto~tically stable toward the desired equilibrium condition. The output signals yl, y2 are then 
governeld by the following asymptotically stable, decoupled, autonomous, time-invariant linear 
differential equations : 
The expressions for the dynamical controllers are obtained by forcing tlhe surface coordinate 
functions ol and 02 to satisfy the following autonomous sliding mode dynamics : 
Using (3.1 1) and (3.13), and solving for the first order derivatives of the original control 
vector components, one obains the following set of time-varying, first order, nonlinear 
discontinuous differential equations for the multivariable controller accomplishing output 
stabilization around the desired equilibrium condition : 
2 2 2 
= - 12(a8x3+alox3 sin x4 + a9x3+a11+u1) + 2a10x3x5cos 3 x41 
'1 2 x 3 ( a l + a 2 x 4 - m )  
2 2 2 2 +2(a8x3+alox3 sin x4 + a9x3+all+u l)(a8x3+2alox3 sin x4 + 2a9x3)] ( a l + a 2 x 4 - m  
2 2 2 
-4x3(a8x3+alox3 sin x4 + a9x3+all+ul)[ a2x5 - 94x5(a3+a4x4)-1n] +!a5+2a6x2)c 14+2a6c 13 
+p,l el4 + al(xl- ~ l d )  + a2x2+ a3c13 + wl sgn e l 4  + al(xl- ~ l d )  .' a2x2 + a3~13)]  [ [ 
(3.14) 
2 2 3 
u2 = - ii13x5- 2a14x3(a8x3+a10x3 sin x4 + a9x3+all+ul)sin x4 - a14x3x5cos x4 
2 
- (al5+ a6)(a13x4+a14x3 sin x4 + a15x5+a12+u2) -a5x5 
2 (a13x4+a14x3 sin x4 + a15x5+a12+u + a5(x4- Y ~ ~ )  + a6:Y5 I i 
(3.15) 
where cl3,cI4 and c23 are defined as in (3.7) . 
3.3 Sim~llation Results 
Simulations were performed for, both, the static and the dynamicin1 variable structure 
feedback controllers proposed in section 2. From a hovering equilibrium contlition, located at yl = 
0.75 m, with a nominal collective pitch of y2 = 0.125 rad, the helicopter was required to rise to a 
hight of 1.25m while simultaneously rising the collective pitch from 0.125 to a new nominal value 
of 0.20 .to ease the trhrottle magnitude and at the same time obtain adequate. lift force. The static 
variable structure controller exhibits sufficiently smoothed outputs asymptotically converging, 
respectively, toward the desired (reference) altitude and nominal collective pitch angle, as it can be 
seen from figure 2. However, the input variables ul and u2, shown in figure 3, exhibit 
unacceptable chattering behavior. In contrast, the generated input trajectori~es for the dynamical 
variable structure controller are quite smooth with unnoticeable chattering while exhibiting the 
same qualitative response for the output vector trajectories. The dynarnical sliding mode controlled 
responsles for the output variables are shown in figure 4. Figure 5 shows the dynamically 
generated control input trajectories for ul and u2. The values of p, W and a's .for the static variable 
structure controller case were chosen as : 
p1  = 10, W 1  = 2, a, ,  = 10, a,, = 5, 
p2 = 10, W 2  = 2, a,, =3 
while those corresponding to the dynamical case were set to be : 
p l  = 10, W 1  = 2, a, ,  = 30, a,, = 2 5 ,  a13 = 8, 
p2 = 10, W 2  = 2, a,, = 20, a,, = 9 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
A dynamical variable structure controller scheme has been presented which achieves robust 
asymptotic output stabilization for nonlinear multivariable systems which are exactly linearizable. 
The dynamical feedback controller generates smoothed control inputs to the given system and 
constrai~~s all undesirable chattering effects to the state space of the controller, thus effectively 
eliminating the undesirable effects of high frequency bang-bang signals on the system variables and 
inputs. ?'he proposed controller requires the on-line integration of a nonlinear tliscontinuous system 
of differential equations. Such integration offers no particular difficulty for the implementation 
over those commonly encountered in, say, state observers. Dynamical sliding mode control opens 
up the possibilities of having chattering-free controlled responses in a variety of dynamical 
controlled systems where, traditionally, the variable structure control approach encountered natural 
limitations for its implementation due unmodelled dynamics excitation. Thus, through system 
extension, one may directly apply this robust control technique to mechanical systems in general. 
Alpplications of the proposed dynamical feedback variable structure regulator were carried out 
in this article for a non-trivial helicopter example comprising 5 states and 2 inputs. The simulation 
results are quite encouraging and work is presently under way leading to actu.al implementation in 
the laboratory facility of the Real Time Robot Control Systems Laboratory at E'urdue University. 
As topics for further research, dynamical sliding mode control strategies can be extended to 
nonlinezu multivariable systems of the non-decouplable class. Adaptive regulation techniques for 
cases in which parameter uncertainty is present both at the plant, and at the sliding surface, is being 
present1:y pursued. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1.. Miniature Helicopter and Flight Stand. 
Figure 2.. Static Multivariable Sliding Mode Controlled Output Responses for 
Helicopter Altitude Stabilization Problem. 
Figure 3.. Control Input Trajectories of Static Multivariable Sliding Mode 
Controlled Helicopter. 
Figure 4. Dynamical Multivariable Sliding Mode Controlled Output Responses 
for Helicopter Altitude Stabilization Problem. 
Figure 5. Control Input Trajectories of Dynamic Multivariable Sliding Mode 
Controlled Helicopter. 
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Figure 1. Miniature Helicopter and Flight Stand. 
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Figure 2. Static MultivariabIe Sliding Mode Controlled Output Responses for 
Helicopter AItitude Stabilization Problem. 
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F:igure 3. Control Input Trajectories of Static Multivariable Sliding Mode 
Controlled Helicopter. 
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Figure 4. Dynarnical Multivariable Sliding Mode Controlled Output Responses 
for Helicopter Altitude Stabilization Problem. 
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Figure 5. Control Input Trajectories of Dynamic Multivariable Sliding Mode 
Controlled Helicopter. 
